
relic of the old 

DESPITE THE ACTIVITIES of numerous 
'searchers' on the City of London Thames foresiiorc 
in the last few years, interesting and relatively 
important objects, (at least to certain specialised 
h,storians), are still being found as is evident by a 
recently discovered button. It belongs to  the uni- 
form jacket of a fireman of the Phoenix Fire Office 
br.gade and bears an inset design of a phocnix 
rising from the flames, with the words PHOFNLX 
FIRE OFFICE and the date 1810. The button, 
which is 3.2 cm (l$ in) in diameter and has 
T.SRTZIL1, 24 GREAT NEW STREET, FET- 
TER LANE on the reverse, is made of silver plated 
copper. 

During the eighteenth and early nineleenth 
century many insurance company firemen were 
recruited from the ranks of the Thames Waiermen 
who operated a 'water taxi' service using wherries. 
It was not unknown for the occasional Item of 
uniform to end up in the Thames, and in 1753 the 
London Assurance Company offered a rewsrd of 
two guineas for the recovery of a silver badge 
which was lost when the boat belonging to one of 
its firemenlwatermen was overturned. 

This button seems to be the only item of a 
Phoenix firemans uniform, (with the exception of 
one or two badges), to have survived the disband- 
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clarify Francis's role in the development of the 
English renaissance garden. 

We are presently carrying out a measurcd survey 
of Beddhgton Park Cottages in advance of their 
likely sale and conversion. They arc very close to the 
house and were obviously associated with it, but 
they have been extensively altered and we do not 
yet know their original function. Among the cot- 
tages is a timber-framed building with a crown- 
post roof, which was originally single storied but 
subsequently had a first floor inserted. In another 
part of the range re-used timbers from another 
crown-post (or possibly king-post) roof survive. 

ing oE the brizade in 1833 and not even the Phoenix 
Assurance Company's museum have any original 
itzms of uniform. One wonders what other items 
are coming from this apparently inexhaustable 
source ot artifacts and how many are not being 
recorded or made available for study. 
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